
A Disc tray
B Disc tray open/close button

(f OPEN/CLOSE)
C CD TEXT button (CD TEXT)
D Scroll button (SCROLL)
E AI edit button (AI EDIT)
F Skip/search buttons ( M, N)
G Stop button ( »)
H Pause button ( g)
I Play button and indicator ( ¤)

The color of the indicator depends on the operation.
If stopped: orange
If playing or paused: green
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Sequential play

Preparation: Press []/I] to turn the unit on.

1 Press [f OPEN/CLOSE] and set a CD on the
tray.
Press [f OPEN/CLOSE] once again to close the tray.

When the “CD” input source is selected, total number of tracks
and total playing time will appear on the display.
If you insert a CD TEXT disc, CD TEXT data is displayed (see
below).

2 Press [ ¤].
Play starts from the first track and stops after the last track.

3 Adjust the volume.

To stop the disc:
Press [»].

To pause play:
Press [g] during play. To resume play, press [g] or [¤].

Skipping tracks:
Press [M] to skip backward. Press [N] to skip for-
ward.

Searching through tracks during play:
Press and hold [M] to search backward. Press and hold
[N] to search forward.

Note
¡During random play, you can not skip to tracks which have been

played.
¡During program play or random play, you can search-forward/

backward only within the current track.
¡During program play, skipping is always in the programmed order,

whether forward or backward.
¡Do not use CDs with poorly attached labels or stickers.

Adhesive protruding from underneath stickers or left over from
peeled off stickers can cause your system to malfunction.

¡Do not use irregular shape CDs. A

Playing CD TEXT discs

CD TEXT discs have text information recorded onto them (e.g. the
name of the album and artist, messages, etc.).
This unit is able to display this text as you enjoy the CD.
Playback is the same as for normal audio CDs.

To switch between the text display and the normal dis-
play:
Press [CD TEXT].
The displays switch each time the button is pressed.

To scroll the text:
Press [SCROLL].
After displaying “SCROLL ON”, the CD (or track) title, artists name
and other information scrolls continuously across the screen.

To cancel:
Press [SCROLL]. “SCROLL OFF” is displayed.

Note
The text content differs from CD to CD.
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